The magnetic and spect roscopi c properties of the neptunyl ion a re reco nsid ered. The effec t on the energy levels of covale ncy is discussed. New valu es for the pa ram e te rs of our earlie r theo ry are obtained, the analysis being based on more recent spectroscopi c data and arguments co nce rning the relative widths and inte nsitie s of the optical absorption peaks. g. valu es and th e te mperature independent suscep tibility are calc ulated and the res u lts co mpared with ex perim e ntal values. Experime nts which need to be done to confir m variou s parts of th e theo ry are s ugges te d. I Present add ress: De partm e nt of Phys ics. Univ ersit y of South ern Californi a. 2 Figures in brac kets indica te the lit e rature refere nces at th e e nd of thi s pape r.
Introduction
Several years ago we [1)2 publi s hed two papers (to be referred to here as I and II), on th e properties of uran yl-like ions . Our interpretation of th e experim e ntal data was based on a spec ifi c model for th ese ions . W e ass um ed that th e uranium atom li es be twee n, and equidi s tant from, th e two oxygen atoms, the uranyl ion as a whole being predominantly covale ntly bonded . The ligand field, whic h is due to the bondin g elec trons, was assum ed to be s trong in comparison with th e electrostatic field, which is due to neighboring ions or molecules .
Since 1956 important ne w spectroscopic meas ure me nts have bee n reported [2, 3] . The ne w data do not require any revision in our model or in our general ass umption s abo ut the model. However, th ey do require rather large c hanges in th e para me te rs of our th eory s uc h as th e spinorbit coupling constant, the coulomb integrals and the s trength of the li gand fi eld .
In this paper and in a future paper on plutonyl a more complete disc ussion of the properties of the uranyl-like ions than appeared in our pre vious papers will be give n. The obj ect is not so much to prese nt th e re vi sed valu es of th e parame ters as it is to discuss the numerous hypotheses which were made in atte mptin g to und erstand th e properties of these ion s. Some of the things touch ed on in thi s pape r are the mos t physically signifi cant way of plottin g an absorption s pec trum , the interpretation of line widths, the possibility of fittin g Gau ssian c urv es to an unresolved s pectrum, the excitation of vibrations, and the effects of covale nt bond formation . The disc ussion of the general proble ms involved in und erstanding the be havior of uranyl-type ions is undoubte dly relevant to the interpretation of the properties of transition group compounds and other actinide compounds.
One of our most important contributions here is the revealing of the complexi ty of the uran yltype ions. For the neptunyl ion one can calculate exactly the positions of the energy levels for a variety of physically likely perturbations. The spectrum has been determined with s ufficie nt accuracy so that one knows the experimental positions of the energy levels (except for uncertainties to be discussed). Consequently one can determine whether the likely perturbations are, or are not, adequate to account for the spectroscopic properties. A similar remark applies to the magnetic properties.
The available absorption spectra are those of neptunyl ions in wate r (or he avy water) a nd acid (commonly HCI04). The magnetic resonance data are for crystalline rubidium neptunyl nitrate diluted with the isomorphous uranyl salt. The susceptibility data are for crystalline sodium neptunyl acetate. It is therefore necessary to consider the neptunyl ion in different environments. That the environment can playa vital part is to be seen from I, where it is shown that the field V~, due to the surrounding ions in the double nitrate, is responsible for the nonzero g J. ' and contributes to reduce g il from 4.0 to 3.4. If the environment of the ion had a different symmetry, say a four-fold instead of a three·fold axis, the resonance behavior would be different; and if the ion were isolated, gl. would be zero.
In our initial attempts to understand the solution absorption spectrum we paid no attention to the ionic environment (solvation sphere), but it now appears that this omission was unjustified. We are therefore led to the question: -what is the immediate environment?
In many crystals whose structure is known such as rubidium uranyl nitrate and sodium uranyl acetate the uranyl ion· is surrounded by six oxygen atoms in an equatorial, hexagonal puckered ring. In sodium uranyl acetate, e.g., six oxygen atoms from three different acetate groups are almost coplanar with the uranium ion; in the (slightly) puckered oxygen ring there are two different 0-0 distances [4] . Therefore it is reasonable to assume that in solution the uranyl ion is surrounded by six water molecules in a puckered ring. Such a system gives rise to a "crystalline" field with approximately three-fold symmetry. The axially symmetric components V~, V~, and V~ of the "crystalline" field add to the ligand field of the ion itself, and modify the energy levels. The components V~, V~ and V~ of the "crystalline" field mix the zero-order states which correspond to different axial quantum numbers, and lead to small changes in the energy levels. They also play a part in the selection rules for optical absorption.
There are also fluctuating deviations from these symmetric fields, which playa very important part in absorption by inducing electric dipole transitions.
In our earlier study of the spectrum we concentrated on the positions of the absorption bands and paid little attention to their strengths and widths. Since then a good deal of work has been published on the absorption spectra of compounds of transition elements, and the factors which determine strength and width are much more clearly understood. This work has furnished a number of important clues for the interpretation of the actinide spectra, most particularly for plutony!.
Energy Levels and Absorption Spectrum of Neptunyl
The experimental absorption spectrum of N p (VI) is shown in figures 1 and 2 where Waggener's data are replotted as a function of wave number rather than wavelength. In addition we have used as ordinate the quantity 6900 EA in place of the molar extinction coefficient. It is shown in 
the appendix that EA is proportional to the transitIOn probability. From the microscopic point of view, which we must adopt in analyzing the spectrum, EA is more physi cally meaningful than the extinction coeffi cie nt itself. The absorption peaks at 6752 and 8168 c m -J were not known to exist prior to Wagge ner's and Hindman 's work. Th e locations of th ese two peaks are th e only ne w physical data on th e ne ptun yl ion that have be e n publis hed in the last te n years. The peaks at 18100 and 21100 e m -J were known pre viously but have now bee n more precisely located.
We shall follow th e co nve ntion s of papers I and II concerning th e descriptions and labeling of the states. Th e zero order wave functions are taken to be the spherical harmonics Yf' (0, <p) multiplie d by appropriate s pin fun c tions, which we designate by + and -. When the spin-orbit interaction, th e li ga nd fi eld and th e crystalline fi elds of three-fold and six-fold symmetry are tak e n into account one obtains the following matrix elements be twee n the various states:
There is a matrix similar to th e first one for the s ta tes 1-3 -> , I 3 -> , I 2 + > . 1-1 + > and 10 ->. It can be deriv ed from th e first one b y observing that the cr ys tallin e potential is spinind e pe nd ent; that < 2 I V 1-1 > =-< 1 I V 1-2 > ; a nd that th e matrix ele me nts of sp in -orbit inte raction are id e nti cal. X , Y , and Z are the amounts the states with m/ =±2, ± 1 and 0, res pec tively, are rai sed above the states with m{ =± 3 by the ligand field (including the axially sy mme tric parts of the crys talline fi eld). V3 is the indicated matrix ele me nt of th e part of the crystalline field which has three-fold symmetry about the O-U-O axis and V6 is the matrix eleme nt of the part of the crys tallin e fi eld which has six-fold symmetry. ~ is the spin-orbit coupling constant for a 5/ electron in th e fi eld of the Np7+ core. The 5/rr (or m{ = 0) orbitals are certainly used for bonding and there may also be some 7T-bonding which involves use of the 5/rr (or ml = ± 1) orbitals. Consequently it is the antibonding orbitals containing the 5/rr and 5/rr functions which are indicated schematically by 11 + > , 10+ >, e tc. , in the matrices above. Since electrons in anti bonding orbitals have a nonzero probability of being found on the oxygens, matrix elements of the spin-orbit interaction and the crystalline fi eld must be appropriately reduced when these interactions connect an antibonding state with a nonbonding or antibonding state. It is for this reason that r, C, and ~III appear instead of ~ in various places in the abov e matrices . r, c, and ~/I' are reduced values of the spin-orbit co upling co ns tant. F or similar reaso ns the matrix element < 31 V3 10> should have a smaller value than one calc ula tes when one assumes that the 5/ 10> orbital is localized on the Np7+ core.
As we s hall see later, it is probable that th e m l = ± 3 and ml = ± 2 orbitals are also contaminated by non-Sf wave functions. Therefore the spin-orbit co upling constant ~ which appears in th e preceding matrix elements may not have the value appropriate to an isolated neptunyl ion. Moreo ver, ~ need not have the same value for th e states 13> and 12> but for simplicity we assume that it does . Evidently if r = E~ one s hould have r = E 2~. In view of th e probable contamination of the ml = ± 3 and ml = ± 2 orbitals it is possible that E > 1. r " should be appreciably smaller than the other values of ~ an d not related to them in any simple way.
In I we ass umed that the Sf" stat e was so high that it had no important perturbing effect on the ml =± 3 states through the V; interac tion or on the ml = ± 1 states through the spin-orbit interaction. This assumption can no longer be justified, so the 10> states are retained in the present discussion.
In the absence of a magnetic field eac h state has two-fold (Kramers) dege n eracy.
At th e time we wrote our first paper we beli e ve d that the c harge cloud due to the bonding electron s was the dominant factor in determining the sequ e nce of e nergy levels. Since this charge cloud repels the odd electron from the ionic axis we expec ted the lowest doublet to be I ± 3 =+= >. Measurement of the g-values has confirmed that this doublet is indeed the ground state. We expected the states with m{=±2 to lie higher and to be follow ed by the states with ml = ± 1. We expected the antib onding ml = 0 sta tes to lie highest of all.
In 1955, the spectrum below 10000 cm-l was s till unexplored. Our original interpre tation was based on the assumption that b elow the two le vels corresponding to the observed peaks at 18100 and 21000 cm-l there were only two others, namely those corresponding to the ground state I ± 3 =+= > and the other <p-state I ± 3 ± >. We therefore assigned the observed peaks to the states I ± 2 =+= > and I ± 2 ± > . The di scover y of the two peaks at 6752 and 8168 cm-l shows that the upper peaks must actually correspond to the states I ± 1 =+= > and I ± 1 ± > .
It follows from what has been said about the expected seque nce of the levels that the prominent absorption peak at 8168 c m-l must correspond to a transition from the ground state to one of the states 13+ >, 12-> or 12+ >. (We omit the Kramers conjugate states for clarity.) The possibility that the 12 -> level occurs at 8168 c m-l can b e ruled out at once for, if true, the 12 + > level would occur roughly 2~ higheJ;. However, there is no trace of an absorption peak between 8168 and 15600 cml, and ~ can hardly be as large as 3700 em-I.
On the other hand, the assignment of the 8168 cm-l level to 12 + > can be made with reasonable values of the parameters. If we ignore such refineme nts as V3 , V~, Vs and the distinction be tween ~, ~/, etc., we have four parameters at our disposal (X, Y, Z, and Q, and four observations to fit (the levels at 6752, 8168, 18100, and 21100 em-I) . The refore we can probably find values of the parameters suc h that the calculated e nergy levels agree with th e data. In fact, if we set X=1608 em-I, Y=15776 em-I, Z =39995 e m-I, ~=~/=r =C'= 1984 em -I, V3=V~= VS=0 we find the following energy level positions: These calc ulated levels are in exact agreement with the experime ntal absorption spectrum. Of course, no critical confirmation of the theory is achieve d sin ce there are enough adjustable parame ters to make this agreement possible. However one also find s that the calculated g-values agree with the measured values [5] on rubidium neptunyl nitrate and the calculated te mperature-independent susceptibility agrees with the value measured [6] for sodium neptunyl acetate, if suitable assumptions concerning Vs and V3 are made.
Despite this p erfec t accord be tw ee n theory and experimen t, and desp ite some un certain ti es (to be discussed b elow) co nn ected with the remaining alternative possibility, we prefer to assoc iate the 13+ > state with th e level a t 8168 em-I.
The arguments which have le d us to adopt this view come mainly from our analysi s of th e plutonyl spectrum, and will be reviewed more critically in a sub seque nt paper which will be devoted to PuOt + and NpOt. Here it will s uffice to outline their nat ure_ Th e spec trum of PuOt + is remarkable for the presence of a ve r y s trong, very narrow absorption band a t 12050 e m-I. Its ex tre me s harpness suggests most stro ngly that the electroni c c harge distribution in the uppe r s tate is al most ide ntical with that in th e gro und state, so that flu ctuatin g electric fields have negli gi ble effec t on the e nergy separation of the two levels. To a first approximation the ground state of PuOt + (wi th two 5felectrons) is the degenerate doublet 13 -, 2 -> and 1-3+, -2+>. We are co nvinced that the upper level at 12050 e m -I is the doublet approx imatin g to 1-3-, 2-> and 13+, -2+> . The elec tronic transition corresponds to a c hange in the orbital quantum nu mber m, of one of the electrons from -3 to 3, or conversely -without c hange of s pin. The charge distribution is not chan ged by thi s transition, and the absorp ti on peak is therefore narrow. A furth er step in th e argument concerns the strength of th e absorptio n. If one kn ew th e matrix elements which de ter min e the a bsorp tion of li ght by the one-electron sys tem NpOr, and th e compositions of th e states of the two-electron syste m PuOt+ (or NpOt)' and if one assumed the inner field s and e n vi ronment to be th e sa me for the two ions, o ne could estimate the s trengths of the absorption bands of PuOt+ (or NpOn Now, it is r emarkable that the s trength of the dominant lin e in the plut onyl spec trum agrees very closely with that of the dominant lin e at 8168 e m-I in the nep tunyl spectru m. We are th erefore led to co nclude that th e tran s ition involved is the same in the two cases, i.e., from 1 ± 3 + > to 1 + 3 + >. It is on thi s basis that we have assigned the 8168 e m-I level to 1±3±>.
If we set X = -1716 em-I, Y = 14558 c m-t, Z = 131102 cm -J , ~ = t = r = ~/Il = 2248 c m-I , and V3 = V~ = V6 = 0 we obtain th e following e nergy levels:
Again th ere is precise agree me nt with experiment. Two objections to our propos ed assignments follow from the figures just quoted. In the first place, X is negative; that is, the m{ = ± 2 orbitals are below the ml = ± 3 orbitals whereas we had expected the reverse to be the case. To account for this negative value of X we must assume that the s urrounding ions or molecules give rise to a field with axial symmetry which repels the odd electron from the equatorial plane. The existe nce of such a field follows from our model of the solvation sphere, with six water molec ules in a puckered ring.
The second objection is to the low position (200 em-I) of the 12 -> s tate _ If it were really as low as this, it would be appreciably populated at room temperature, and would give rise to satellite absorption peaks 200 cm-I to the re d of the main peaks. Although such peaks would not be resolved, their presence would be detectable, but the spectrum shows no sign of them. In addition, if the 12 -> state were as low as 200 em-I th e calc ulated temperature-independen t susceptibility would be muc h larger than the meas ured value. How ever, when s uc h refinements as V6• C e tc ., are conside red , the calculated position of the 12-> level relative to 13-> is raised to 500-1000 em -I. Therefore the difficulties associated with the position of the 12-> level may be phantasmal.
Possibly th e ligand and crystalline fi e lds are not the sam e in a solution as they are in a crystalline solid. However, such an ad hoc hypothesis to account for the de pression of the ml =± 2 s tates relative to th e m, =± 3 states in solution does not appear ve ry satisfactory. It is also possible that the very difficult susceptibility measure me nts are in error. It would be interesting to have these measurements extended to a range of neptunyl co mpounds . Better s till, it would be valuable to stud y the optical absorption, magneti c resonance and susceptibility of the same compound. The two hypo theses described above, both of whi c h are ad equate for interpreting the positions of the energy levels, differ in the value of the spin-orbit coupling constant required . One might think that it would be possible to de cide be tween th e two hypotheses if the value of ~ for some oth er hexavale nt neptunium co mpound were known . Recently magnetic and spectroscopic data on N pF6 have become available. Unfortunately, the unambiguo us de termination of the value of ~ from these data has proved diffic ult .
Our an alysis l7] of the data on NpF6 led to two possible interpre tations, neither of which was wholly sati sfactory . One, which accounted for the magne tic resonance and susceptibility data, and gave energy levels at the positions of th e two known absorption bands in the near infrared, required ~ = 1941 e m-I. Its defects were that th e ratios of the ligand fi eld parame ters which e ntered into the theory were not very plaus ible on the basis of our model of the molec ular structure; and that it predi .:ted an infrared a bsorption band around 3000 cm-I , which has not been found experime ntally. The other, requiring ~ = 2405 c m-J , accounted satisfac torily for th e positions of all the absorption bands, includi ng so me in the ultraviole t whose ascription to Sf-Sf transition s is by no means certain, but it led to a value for the te mpera ture-ind e pende nt part of th e susce pti· bility which is muc h lowe r than is observed .
It is tempting to think that th e agreeme nt be twee n the numbers 1941 c ml for NpF6 and 1985 e m-I for NpOt + indicates that the "correct" value for the spin-orbit co upling constant is close to th ese figures. Other arguments for accepting the value 1985 c m-J are given above. Neverthe· less, we think t h at the spin -orbi t coupling co nstant for th e neptunyl ion probably has a value near 2200 c m-I, a nd the hi g her value of ~ for N pF6 is also prob ably the co rrec t one.
General Considerations Concerning the Interpretation of the Spectrum
The principal features of the a bsorption s pec trum are appare nt on cas ual in s pection of figures 1 a nd 2. There are four peaks below 22000 c ml whi c h we ascribe to elec tronic transitions within the Sf shell. The steep rise of the absorption c urve above 23000 em-I is probably du e to an al· lowed Sf to 6d tran sition. The four s ub sidiary peaks are probably part of the vibrational fin e struc ture.
As we have already indicated, the interpretation of the s pectrum is not free from ambiguity. In additi on to the difficulty connected with assigning peaks to particular elec tronic le vels there is uncertainty in th e interpretation b ecause of the widths of the peaks and (i n so me cases) their vibrational fin e s truc tures .
We must reme mb er that we are not dealing with an ion in a fixed e nvironme nt, but with an ion whose environment adapts itself to the ion. Energies are ther efore not those of an isolated ion , but those of the whole system. It would be too ambitious to try to deal with this system in its full ge nerality; it seems wise r to ask ourselves what would be the e nergy levels of the ion in the environme nt which it has in its ground state. Even thi s ques tion is imprecise, for that e nvironment is not a fixed one. We can restore precision to t he ques tion we wish to answer by postulating some s tatic mean e nviro nm e nt. When we are calculatin g magnetic properties in the ground state , the e nergies in the mean e nvironme nt are t he ones whi ch are rele vant.
There is a distin ction be twe e n th e ene rgies so defi ned a nd the e nergies actually observed (as frequencies) in an absorp tion spectrum, for the equilibrium confi guration of the e nvironment will be altered for t he excited electronic states of the ion. Th e ionic ene rgy as we propose to study it is higher than the energy of the system with the ionin its excited elec tronic s tate and the e nviron-ment in equilibrium with that state . The result is that th e electronic tran sltJOni s acco mpanied by the exc itation of vibrational motion in th e e nvironm e nt, and th e transition is not sharp . Thi s excitation is res po ns ible, in part , for the lin e width.
Furthermore we are dealin g with a co mplex io n whi ch is it se lf capable of internal vibratio n. In excited s ta tes th e equilibrium Np-O bond di stan ce is not th e sa me as in the ground state, and vibrati ons, no tabl y of the sy mm e tri cal s tre tc hin g mode, can be exc ited in a n elec troni c transition. Therefo re vibrat io nal fin e s tru c ture is observed in th e absorption s pec trum .
It is also important to r e me mb er that we are dealing with optical tran s itions be tween levels of th e sa me electronic parit y (5ju ~ 5/,,). The trans ition s are therefore forbidd e n. Quantitativ e analysis of'their intensity s hows that th e two dominant mec hanisms availab le to parity-forbidden tran s ition s in atomic s pectro scopy, namely magne tic dipole and electric quadrupol e couplin gs to th e elec tro magn e tic field, are much too wea k to account for th e observed absorption band s. T he only mec hanism capable of givin g the observed ab sorption is e lectric dipole couplin g indu ced b y the flu c tu a ting fi e ld of th e e nvironme nt. Thi s coupling causes depa rtures from th e perfec t od d parit y of th e electroni c states, and thereby allows non vani s hing ma trix elements of electri c d ipole moment.
In the flu c tuatin g fi e ld s aris in g from d is torti ons a nd motions of th e solvat ion sphere and from vibrati ons of th e ion , nearl y all th e selec ti on rul es of atomic a nd molec ul ar spec troscopy break down. On e, howeve r, re main s in modifi ed form , nam e ly th e rule that in an optical tran si tion there is no c han ge of spin quantum numbe r. Since t he "crys tallin e" fie ld s and the elec tri c dipol e mom e nt are spin -ind epe nde nt , no perturbation by these fie ld s ca n give transiti on matrix elements be twee n states of diffe re nt spin .
It will be seen in thi s a nd s ub se qu e nt papers that alt hough c hanges in m, f rom 0 to ± 6 are e nco untered , D.ms is zero in all excep t so me very weak bands. (This statement needs qualifi cation whe n ms is not a good quantum number, and we s hall di sc us s it more precisely in a la ter paper.) J nd eed we s hall see that th e s tronges t band s co rrespond to D.m, = ± 6.
All of th e ab so rpti o n peaks are rath er broad a nd asymmet ri cal. Consequently it is not c lear wha t e ne rgi es should be used as th e positions of th e e lec troni c levels. If we co nsider on ly first orde r co u plings wit h t he e nvironment, and if an absorpt ion peak is not too broad, th en it ca n be s hown th at th e ce ntroid 3 of the peak co rres pond s to the s um of th e ion ic e nergy, as we have defined it, a nd a positive co rrec tion whi c h is co nnec ted with the transfer of energy to the vibrations of odd pari ty which indu ce th e elec tri c mom e nt in these othe rwi se parity-forbidden transitions. When th e flu ctuations whi ch giv e ri se to the dipol e moment are s low , as we be li eve to be th e case here, thi s correc tion is negli gib le . In any case, thf' first orde r perturbations will not lead to any asymme try of the absorp ti on pea ks.
If the width and asy mm e try of a peak are due to random depre ssio n of th e ground state by seco nd ord er couplin g wit h th e nearby 12 -> s tat e then the energy s hift is given by (Vl+ W2) /D.E, where Vand Ware the real a nd im agin ary part s of th e appropriate matrix element, and D.E is the e nergy gap betw ee n th e two s tat es. It is reasonab le to assume t ha t Vand W can be represented by Gauss ia n di stribution s with eq ual amplitud es a nd widths . The lin e shape co rresponding to these ass umption s can eas ily be ca lculated . Th e absorp ti o n jumps from zero to a finit e value at the thres hold and falls off expo ne nti all y thereafter. In orde r to accou nt for th e observed lin e s hapes it is necessary to make additi onal ass um ptions; for exam ple, that second order perturbation s also move th e upp e r levels abo ut. We will not push thi s possible interpretation any further. An alternative and more probable e xplanation of th e ma rk ed asy mm e try of the absorption peaks is that it is due to unresolved vibrational fine struc tu re. We can get a rough idea of the positions , a mplitud es and widths of the pea ks by fitting a su m of Gaussian functions to the observed a bsorpti o n c urve. This fitting lac ks any th eore ti cal justification so it s hould not be ta ke n too seri ously. In th e following di sc ussion the amplitud es are ex pressed in units of 6900 EA where E is th e molar extin cti on coe ffi cie nt and A is the wavelength in c m.
:t M(ln~ precise ly. the centroid I,r th e El l! vers us 1I curve.
After making an allowance of 0.39 units for the background one finds that the peak whose maximum is at 6752 em-I can be fitted by a Gaussian function whose amplitude is 4.70 and whose full width at half maximum is 292 cm-J • A small peak is left over, centered at about 7039 em-I, with an amplitude of 0.90 and width 210 em-I. These two peaks together fit 42 points read off Waggener's curve with a maximum deviation of 0.10 and a root mean square deviation of 0.047.
The large absorption peak at 8168 em-I may have as many as four subsidiary peaks on the high frequency side and two on the low frequency side.
According to our analysis (which, it must be admitted, is not unique) the separation of the unresolved peaks is about 200 em-I. The bending frequency in the ground state of the uranyl ion is known to be about 215 em-I. Therefore it is possible to assign all the subsidiary peaks below 10000 em-I to vibrational fin e structure. The peaks on the high frequency side of the main peaks may be due to the electronic transitions accompanied by excitation of the bending mode. It seems reasonable that the bending vibrations rather than the stretching vibrations should be involved here since, in both ground and excited electronic s tates , the c harge distribution is near the equatorial plane.
One puzzling feature is that the 8168 em-I peak is almost as wide (233 em-I) as the 6752 em-I peak. In first approximation it correspo nd s to a transition from ml =± 3 to ml =+ 3, involving no c hange of charge distribution, and therefore s hould be very narrow. Even when allowance is made fo r the contamination of the ground state by 12 + >, the change in charge distribution is still considerably less (by a factor of at least 2) than for the 6752 em -I line. It may be that the nearby 12 -> state perturbs the ground state. Fluctuating fields which couple the two states might cause them to spread in e nergy over a range sufficient to account for the 233 em-I width.
In plutonyl, where the lowest excited level is at 2500 e m-I, the width of the 12050 em-I peak, which should be closely comparable with the 8168 em-I peak in neptunyl, is less than 50 em-I. The fact that the 6752 em -I peak 's (slightly) wider than the 8168 em-I peak is a point in favor of the assignment of the upper levels to 12 + > and 13 + > res pec tively.
It is more difficult to analyze the co mplex structure of the absorption spectrum above 15000 em -I. However, the set of Gaussian curves whose descriptions follow yields a representation of the absorption curve whic h accords very closely with the data. The sum of these curves has a maximum deviation of 0.07 from 75 points read off Waggener's curve between 15000 and 24400 em -I. The root mean square deviation is 0.024. It is rather tedious to fit Gaussian curves to the experimental s pec trum so no seriou s effort was made to find the set which minimizes the root mean square deviation. Such an effort is likely to be unrewarding in view of the unavoidable errors in plotting the experimental curve, and in reading points off it.
Although one can argue about the details, the following general points seem to be well established. (1) The two principal absorption peaks at 18100 and 21100 em -I have nearly the same widths (1600 em-I) and strengths (18.3). (2) There are three subsidiary peaks at 15670, 16245, and 16850 em-I. (3) There are two subsidiary peaks at 19150 and 19760 e m-I and possibly a third at 18590 em-I. (4) There is a s ubsidiary peak at 22330 em -I. (5) All the subsidiary pea ks have nearly the same width of 590 e m-I. They are very much narrower than the prin cipal p ea ks .
The similarity of the two principal peaks is strong evidence in favor of our hypothesis that they are both du e to trans ition s to an orbital state with Imd = 1. The width of these peak s is possibly associated with non eq uilibrium configurations of the ion and it s environment. Th e subsidiary peaks li sted under (2) and (3) above are quite possibly not associated with the principal peaks. In the first place, they are definitely narrower than the latter. Secondly, they seem to form two similar groups; one group occurs on the low frequency side of each principal peak. Consequently they probably cannot be ascribed to transitions in which vibrational modes are excited_ The strengths of the subsidiary peaks are too great for the peaks to be ascribed to transitions from the vibration ally excited ground electronic state.
We are inclined to attribute the subsidiary peaks below 20000 c m-I to transitions in which, in the final electronic state, the environment has accommodated itself to the altered charge distribution of the ion. That is, the e ne rgies 15670 cm-I , 16245 em-I, e tc. correspond to states in which the environment is distorted away from its ground state configuration toward that appropri ate to the 11-> and 11 + > electronic states.
The energy differences of the succes sive peaks listed under (2) and (3) are all approximately 600 cm-I . This difference possibly represents th e energy of th e sy mme tric stre tc hing vibration in the excited state. That the s tretc hing vibrations of the ne ptunyl ion should be strongly excited is plausible, for the electron in the m{ =± 1 upper s tate is mu c h closer to th e bonding elec tron s than wh~n in the gro und state, so that the equilibrium bond di st a nce mu st be co ns iderably changed. On the other hand, 600 cm-I is a rath er low energy for the stretching vibration. It is a moot ques tion whether the energy of this vibration can c hange from about 860 e m-I in the ground state to 600 cm-I in an excited s tate_
The small peak at 22330 em -I is probably part of the vibrational fine s tructure of the prin cipaJ peak at 21100 cm-I . If so, its position (21100 + 2 X 615) indicates that th e e nergy of th e stretching vibration really is about 600 em -I. B ecaus e of the s trongly rising absorption above 22600 c m-I it is impossible accurately to de termine the width of th e 22330 c m-I peak. It may very well be greater than the 588 cm-I quoted above .
Values for the Empirical Parameters of the Theory
In comparing th e theoretical and experime ntal v,alues of th e coe fficie nts in the spin Hamiltonian, and for th e purpose of exte nding the theory to other uranyl-type ions, it is important to know the exte nt to which the observed neptunyl absorption peaks fix the values of th e paramete rs.
We have already introduced ten of these parameters: X, Y, Z,~, r, r, c', V3 , V~, and V6• The locations of the four absorption peaks provide only four relations among them. Roughly speaking they determine X, Y, and ~ fairly closely, and Z to within 50 percent. Varying the remaining parameters (~, ~', r, ~'" remaining roughly equal) causes only slight changes in X, Y, and ~_ Vs has a strong effect on g1-' and can be estimated from that. g il is sensitive to Vs and V;, and is also very sensitive to "l-reduction," i_e., a loss of Sf-character in the 13 -> wave function due to partial overlap with the orbitals on the six equatorial oxygen atoms. This l-reduction is very similar to the mechanism which reduces ~ to ~' etc., but applies to the I ± 3 > states_ The susceptibility is extremely sensitive to the position of the 12 -> level.
Clearly we cannot determine all the parameters of the theory from the experimental data. Rathe r, we must attempt to show that reasonable values for the parameters, suggested by the nature of the model, are capable of explaining the salient features of the observations. Our procedure will be to assign values to the crystal field matrix elements, and then show how the remaining parameters are related.
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The simplest case to treat is that for which V3 = V~ = V6 = O. In this case the sec ular e quations can be factore d so that the most complicated equation one has to solve is quadratic in the energy. The experimental positions of the 12 + > and 13 + > levels determine ~ and X uniquely.
One finds ~=2248 e m-I and X =-1716 e m-I.
Next, using the information that 11 + > is at 21100 cm-I , we can de termine Y. It will be seen that the relevant e nergy matrix contains rand r' as well as~. We ass ume that r = e~ and r = e2~ where E is a parameter probably less than but n ear 1. One easily finds that
The energy of the 12 -> state is the other eigenvalue of the matrix and can be de termined when Y is known. One finds that E(2 -) = 831 -623.3 E2.
Having found Y we can now use the position of the 11-> level, 18100 e m -I, to de termine Z.
C' appe ars in this calculation as well as E. The calc ulation also de termines the en ergy of the 10 ± > level. One finds that We obtain a very rough value for Z by observing that C' is less than ~ but probably more than ~~. It follows that Z lies between about 131000 em-I (for E2 = 1, C' = Q and 17100 e m-I (for E2 = 0.7, C ' = H). This de termination of Z is particularly se nsitive to the se paration between the 11 + > and 11-> levels. Since this separation canno t be acc urately de termined from the spectrum, not much can b e deduced concerning Z.
On the basis of our model we expected Z to be greater than Y (perhaps Z > 25000 e m-I), and perhaps less than 50000 em-I. No conflict occ urs .
Essentially what we learn from the preceding calculation is that our interpretation of the 18100 and 21100 em-I peaks as the doublet 11-> and 11 + > is consistent with the value of ~ deduced from the infrared peaks, provided e 2 and C' are suitably chosen. A more significant way of presenting the results of these calculations is embodied in the following equation: the peaks at 18100 and 21100 e m -I. Since e 2 is probably near 1, we see that some limitation is imposed on our assumptions concerning the values of Z and C, but that the uncertainties in the observational values are such that these constraints are practically ineffective.
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The nex t s impl es t case to treat is th at in whi c h V~ = V3 = 0 and V6 differs from zero. We s hall take V6 to be 1500 cm-I , sin ce this ord er of m agnitude is suggested by resona nce data. Again the values of ~ and X are uniqu ely de termined by the positions of the 12 + > and 13 + > levels. One The conclusion we draw from these calc ulation s is that for mod erate valu es of th e crystallin e fields and variou s amounts of covale nce the spin-orbit coupling cons tant and the parameters of the li gand field are fairly well de termin ed . ~ probably li es in th e range 2070 to 2250 c m -I , X li es betwee n -600 and -1720 c m -I , and Y li es be twee n 14500 and 15500 c m -I .
The effect of the nonaxial field V6 is to rai se the 12 -> level relative to 13 ->. This perturbation is roughly quadratic in V6. The perturbation s b y V3 and V; (also quadratic) can move the 12 -> level either way relative to 13 -> . The effect of redu ctions in ~' and C is to rai se the 12 -> level. It is therefore likely that this level is higher than 200 cm -1, but it is probably lower than 1400 cm -I .
Spectroscopic Splitting Factors
In I we gave approximate formulas for the g-values and the susceptibility of the neptunyl ion. More complete formulas will be given here.
It follows from the interaction matrices that there are three types of states for the neptunyl ion. They are la >= 1-3+> <-3+ la >+ 1-2-> < -2-1 a > + 13+ > < 3+ la > +11-> < l-Ia > +10+ > < O+la > , I b >= 13-> < 3-lb >+ 12+> < 2+lb >+1-3-> < -3-1 b> +1-1+ > <-I+lb >+10-> < o-Ib> ,
The ground state is a Kramers doublet of types I a >, I b > .
In I we defined our basic states I a> and I b> the other way round (i.e., 13 -> and 1-3 + > respectively in first approximation) which has the disadvantage that gyy is of opposite sign to gxx, so that the axial symmetry of the magnetic properties is lost in the formulation. Our present choice of basic states is consistent with magnetic axial symmetry.
The coefficients occurring in I b > are equal in magnitude to those in I a > . From Kramers' theorem one has
In the double nitrates isomorphous with Rb(U02) (N03)3 the symmetry of the crystalline field is such that if the e·axis is chosen as z-axis, and an axis joining the center of a nitrate group to the neptunium atom is chosen as y-axis, all matrix elements V6 , V3 , V~ are real, and the coefficients above are all real.
In calculating the matrix elements of the magnetic moment operator it is necessary to allow for possible i-reduction [8, 9] . The ml =± 1 orbitals may be partially used in 7T-bonding as already described. We shall denote the appropriately reduced value of L by kJL. Similarly, the m[=±2, ± 3 orbitals may overlap the oxygen atoms which form the equatorial ring. We shall denote the reduced L's by k2L and k3L, respectively. (We shall assume that matrix eleme nts of L between the states with m[ =± 2 and ± 3 are reduced by v'k2k3' etc.). One then finds the following matrix elements of the magnetic moment operator: With ka= k2= 1, one obtain s g il = -4.4218. With k3= k2 = 0.9, gil =-3 .8640. The experim ental values for rubidium neptun yl nitrate [5, 10] are I gil l = 3.405 ± 0.008 a nd I g .L 1= 0.205 ± 0.006. They differ from th e above valu es in that, first g.L =1= 0, and seco ndl y I g il l is lower. As was di sc ussed in I, the effec t of Vs is to give rise to a nonze ro g .L and to some reduction in I g il l· Orbital redu c tion will furth er reduce I g il l.
Va and V~ will also modify the g-values slightly, but th eir contribution s are seco ndary so that if we wish to determine the parameters of the theory approximately we can con centrate on V6 , ka, and k2. We shall assume that k 3= k2 for simplicity. If we se t ~ = 2175 cm-1 , X =-1220 cm-I , Vs = 1000 cm -I , Va = V~ = 0, which parameters give energy levels in the correct places, we have These results indicate that Vs around 1000 cm -I, and orbital reduction to about 85 p ercent are adequate hypotheses to account for th e resonance results. Such a large amount of orbital reduction implies considerable overlap of the Sf wave functions on the oxygen atoms of the nitrate groups. Such partial covalency in th e formation of a hexanitrato-uranyl ion has already been considered on chemical grounds by Coulson and Lester [11] . If this deduction is correct, the parameter ~ which enters into our calculations does not have the value of the spin-orbit coupling constant in the fre e neptunyl ion, but a value red uced by about 0_85. It follows that in the free ion ~=2178/O.85 = 2560 c mt • Too much should not be made of this estimate, however, since we are co mbining optical data from aqueous solution with magnetic data from Rb(N p02) (N03h, and the "crystalline" fields may be quite differe nt in th e two systems. However, such a line of thought suggests that the apparent disc repancy b e tw ee n the values of ~ derived from the NpO;+ solution ab sorption spectrum and from the NpF6 spectrum (about 2400 cm-I ) is capable of resolution.
In future work on neptunyl co mpounds it would be worthwhile to study the Zeeman effect in the spectra of crys tals, sin ce the Zeeman s plittings furnish a valuable test of th e identification of the lines.
One expects large Zeeman splittings for several of the le vels when the magnetic field is parallel to the ionic axis.
We therefore give, as a guide, the approximate values of the spectroscopic splitting factors deduced from simple calculations (which neglect orbital reduction).
State Energy
Iglli (uncorrec ted for
. orbital re duction) The absorption spec trum of crys tals of Rb(Np02) (N03h (or mixed crys tals with th e iso morphous uranyl salt) will probably give sharp enough lines at low temperatures to permit the Zeeman structure to be re solve d . Each line will be split into four components, two of which will be strong and two weak, because of the operation of the selection rule t:..ms = O. The approximate splittings to be expected for the vibrationless (0-0) electronic transitions are as follows: These are large Zee man se parations, and s hould not be diffic ult to detect provided the absorption line s in the c rystallin e s tate are s harp. In view of the s harpness of the lines in the absorption spectrum of RbU02(N03h, where a considerably s maller Zee man effe c t was detec ted [12] , there is reason to beli eve that thi s co ndition will be satis fi ed.
Nuclear Hyperfine Structure
The nuclear hyperfine s truc ture is describ ed by the term in the s pin Hamiltonian, where S' is the fi c titious spin. The derivation of the hyperfine structure para meters A, B, and P from the c haracteristics of the states la > and Ib > was described in I, and can be deduced from equ a ti ons (2.3), (2.8), and (2.9) of Abragam and Pryce [13] . W e here wis h to add two points to the previous di scussion.
First, consequent on th e interch ange of the basic states 1 a> and 1 b> as co mpared with I, the s ign of A (like that of gil) mu s t be reve rsed. This reversal is not trivial, for the resonan ce data , while not determining the sign of A, do de termine the relative signs of A and P. Theoretical prediction of the sign of A th erefore impli es theoretical pred ic ti on of the s ign of the quadrupole moment of the nucleus, a nd our previous deduction was wrong. The present inte rpre tation of the data of Bleaney et a1. [5] and Ll e wellyn (quoted by Bowers and Owe n [10] ) for Np237 in Rb(Np02) (NOah is A =-0.16S47± 0 .00008 c m -I IB I= 0.01 782 ± 0 .00003 cm-1 P = +0.03017±0.00007 cm -I .
The sign of A is based on th e assump ti on that the nucl ear mo ment is positiv e. Accordin g to (S.9) of I, th e sign of the nuclear quadrupole moment is opposite to that of P, and is thu s negative.
The magn etic hyperfi ne coupling arises in part from the magne tic fie ld of the Sf elec tro n, and in part from s mall admixtures of s-states , whic h are due to perturbatio ns suc h as co nfi gurati on interac tion . In th e present case, there is a perturbation res ultin g in s-elec tron couplin g, which we omitted in I , namely th e V~ term in th e crystallin e pote ntial, which co uples th e Sf, m{ =±3 states to s-states (7s an tibondi ng or 8s, e tc.). This couplin g lead s to an addit ional co ntribution to the expressions (S.6) of I for A and B. Ass umin g, fo r illu s tration, that the ground state is given by we obtain 1 a > = 0.897S I-3+ > -0.42621-2-> -0.113413 + >, etc.
wh e re K is t he usual parameter ch arac terizing s-electron admixture (through co nfi guration interaction) and K ' is a paramet er describing the admixture throu gh V;. K ' is prob ably small for it is qu adrati c in the admixture, unlike K , which is lin ear [14] . No thin g is kn own about the magnitude of K , but it see ms unlikely to be appreciable. W e may th erefore mak e an es timate of the nuclear mome nt jL t, from the expe rime ntal value of A by neglectin g th e K a nd K ' term s. It is necessary to know < r -3>. Both ~ and < r -3 > were calculated by Foglio and Pryce [15] on the basis of a Thomas·Fermi modeL They concluded that this model leads to values of ~ and < r-3> which are too low, but that the calculated ratio ~ / < r-3 > is fairly accurate. If we take ~ / < r-3 > -360 cm -1/ atomic unit as indicated by their results and ~ -2160 cm -1 as indicated by the previous discussion in this paper we find < r-3 > -6.0 atomic units (40 X 10 24 cm - 3 ) We then obtain 5 0.16547 JLN=Y/= 2 6.0 X 1.5913 X 10 -3 X 13.305 = 3.2 nuclear magnetons. There are at least three sources of error here, apart from the experimental error in the determination of A:error in < r -3 > , which we set at ± 20 percent; error from neglecting K and K I, which we set at ± 10 percent; and error from (somewhat arbitrarily) using the ground state above, which however is negligible in comparison with the other two . We may therefore write JLN = 3.2 + 0.9 n.m.
Magnetic Susceptibility
The susceptibility can be WrItte n in the form here k is the Boltzmann constant), provided the temperature is sufficiently low for the 1 2 -> level to be effectively unpopulated. W e ,wish h ere to estimate the value of a, which is given by
a Xcore 3
The contribution of the core, Xcore, we have previously estimated to be 57 X 10-6 emu/mole.
The dominant term in this sum arises from the 1 2 -> level, because it is so low. With the parameters we have chosen for the ground state, and k3 = k2 = 0.85 we obtain for this dominant term 0.1248 6E(cm -1) emu/mole. The contributions from the remaining levels total about 25 X 10 -6 • We therefore estimate 0.1248 a -(82+~) X 10 -6 emu/mole.
In Na Np02(CH3COOh the observed [6] value of a is 194 X 10-6 • The calculated value of a would also be 194 X 10-6 if the 1 2 -> level were at lIOO cm -1. This position for the 1 2 -> level is within the limits suggested by the calculations in section 4.
Conclusion
_ In this paper we have discussed the magnetic and spectroscopic properties of the neptunyl ion, and have presented an interpretation of,these ' properties which !is basedlon' some , hypotheses concerning the structure of the ion a'nd its environment. The hypotheses seem to be fully justified a priori, by crystal structure data on uranyl and neptunyl compounds, and a posteriori, by detailed agreement between calculated and observed quantities.
We have dealt first with th e solution absorption spectrum, and have s hown how the spin-orbit coupling constant and the parameters of the ligand and crystal fi eld s can be de termin ed from the positions of the absorption peaks. W e have pointed out an importa nt ambi guity in th e inte rp retation of the spectrum and have tri ed to indicate that th ere is un certainty conce rnin g th e prec ise values of th e. parame ters. The ambiguity and uncertainty s te m partly from the com plexity of the physical syste m involved and partly from the limited exte nt a nd acc urac y of th e experim e ntal data. We have tri ed to treat, in a quantitative way, the effec t of covale nce on the positi ons of th e e nergy le vels.
The availabl e magnetic data co me from electron s pin reso nan ce e xperiments and from s usceptibility meas ure me nts. W e have shown that theoretical and experim e ntal values for the s pectrosco pic splitting factors agree if a crystal field of appropriate sy mme try and magnitude is prese nt, a nd if covalent effects which effectively reduce the orbital angular mom e ntum are also prese nt. The same assumptions whi c h lead to agreement of calc ulated an d experimental values for th e spec trosco pic splitting factors lead also to agreeme nt of calc ulated a nd e xp erimental values for the susceptibility.
We belie ve the principal factors which de te rmin e the magne ti c a nd spec trosco pi c prop erti es of uranyl type ions are now known. Ligand field , c rys tal fi eld , and co vale nt e ffec ts make th e be havior of these ion s ra th er co mpli cated.
A second pape r on the properti es of the (PU02)++ and the NpOt ions is bein g pre pared. A more convincing interpre tation than heretofore of t~e rath er co mplex absorption s pec tra of these IOns can now be give n. Eventually a long deferred pape r on the americyl and PuOt ions may follow.
We thank Clyde A. Hutc hi son, Jr. , for many s timula tin g and e nli ghte ning di scuss ion s, and M_ Fred for information and di sc ussion s co ncerning th e absorption s pec tra.
Appendix
Plots vi absorption spectra are us ually give n in term s of molecular extinc tion coe ffi cie nt or ab sorban ce as a function of wavelength . Th e molec ular ex tinc tion coefficie nt E is de fin ed as follow s: -loglo (tran s mittancy) E = .
Molarity X le ngth of cell (in c m)
The transmittancy is defined as the ratio lIlo wh ere I is the radiant flux trans mitted and 10 is the radiant flux incide nt. The molarity is th e number of gram molec ular weights of the absorbing substance 'per liter of solution. The absorptance is [1 -tran smittancy] and the absorbance is loglo (absorptance). Another term in common use is the specific extinction, k. This is defined as Evidently E = molecular weight X k.
The energy absorbed per unit time at energy hv is Nwhv where N is the number of absorbers and w is the probability that a transition will take place. The energy absorbed per uni t time at energy hv per volume V is Nwhv/V. For an oscillating magnetic field flcos wt the incident energy per cm 2 Let us put these relations into conformity with the previous notation. We use d instead of y. 
